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This book is a comprehensive grammar of Hausa, one of the largest and most important languages of Africa.
Hausa is spoken by some 35 million people as a first language and approximately 15 million more as a

second language. Paul Newman, a world authority on the Hausa language, draws on two centuries of Hausa
linguistic scholarship to provide the most authoritative and detailed grammar of the language ever written.
Unlike other grammars, this book is organized alphabetically. Readers will appreciate the ease with which
they can find the specific individual topics that interest them. The grammar covers such expected topics as
tonology, noun plurals, and verbal tense/aspect as well as often neglected topics, including verbal idioms,
proper names, and language games. Newman also incorporates historical linguistic notes that explain and
explicate current Hausa phenomena, especially puzzling anomalies, in terms of their Chadic and Afroasiatic

origins.

To start using our Hausa to English translator enter a word or short text into the top window. Hausa is no
official language in any country but is spoken as mother tongue in 2 countries by a minor part of the. It is the

most widely spoken Chadic language with around 47 million people speaking it as a first language.6.

Hausa Language

I am currently working on a comprehensive fullyfeatured online HausaEnglish dictionary at
HausaDictionary.com. Native speakers of Hausa the Hausa people are mostly to be found . It is the mother
tongue of. For example I speak Hausa and English the preposition is and because it connects both words

Hausa and English. Hausa language is one of the approximately 521 languages spoken in Nigeria. Relevant

https://myksigbokre.art/books1?q=The Hausa Language


links for studying Hausa. A forum for Hausa Speakers and those who love languages. Hausa is an ethnic
group of West Africa and language spoken by Hausa people. Originally the language of the Hausa people
stretching across southern Niger and northern Nigeria it has developed. A Grammar of the Hausa Language
Newman 1979 Explaining Hausa feminines Newman 1990 An EnglishHausa Dictionary Newman 2000 The
Hausa Language An Encyclopedic Reference Grammar Newman and Schuh 1974 The Hausa aspect system
Nichols 1992 Linguistic Diversity in Space and Time Robinson 1942 Hausa Grammar Sapir 1949 Language
Schuh and Bagari 1999. It is spoken mainly in northern Nigeria and Niger and also in Benin Burkina Faso
Cameroon the Central African Republic CAR Chad Congo Eritrea Germany Ghana Sudan and Togo. It has

more than thirtyfive million native speakers and. A member of the Chadic branch of the AfroAsiatic
languages it is spoken as a first language by about 34 million people. The home territories of the Hausa .

Hausa h a s HarshenHalshen Hausa is a Chadic language spoken by the Hausa people the largest native ethnic
group in Africa mainly within the territories of Niger and the northern half of Nigeria and with significant
minorities in Ghana Sudan and Cameroon. The Hausa Language Where is Hausa Spoken? Most Hausa

speakers live in Northern Nigeria and.
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